Sketchbook with Artist’s Notes
By Robert Selby
Executed while deployed aboard the United States Coast Guard Cutter JOSEPH
TEZANOS San Juan Sector, Puerto Rico, District Seven from May 5 to May 17,
2018.

Foreword
Sketches drawn from life, even when augmented with careful notes, are an
imperfect means of capturing the important work of the TEZANOS officers and
crew, to be sure. I offer these impressions of life aboard one cutter during one
short period with the clear understanding that the responsibility for all mistakes,
inaccuracies and poor likenesses is strictly mine .

The Cutter
The USCGC JOSEPH TEZANOS is one of six 154 foot Sentinel Class Fast Response
Cutters stationed with Sector San Juan. The Fast Response Cutter is the
traditional quick response asset that has been the mainstay of the Coast Guard
fleet since the inception of the service. Commissioned in 2016, the TEZANOS is a
state-of-the-art FRC. Powered by twin 5,500 horse power engines the cutter can
range up to 2,950 nautical miles and is capable of speeds of up to thirty knots.
The TEZANOS is armed with a remote controlled twenty-five mm cannon and four
fifty caliber Machine guns. The cutter carries one “over the horizon” Prosecutor
rigid hull inflatable boat that is water-jet propelled to speeds up to thirty knots as
well.

Wheels Down in San Juan
My flight from New York City arrives on time. The cutter Operations officer,
Ensign Alex Lane, has been kind enough to drive me to the base from the San Juan
airport. Palm trees sway and flags snap in a hot breeze as we identify ourselves to
security and pull through the main gate of the Sector San Juan Coast Guard Base.
After a guided tour of the TEZANOS, my “home” for the next two weeks, I am
ushered to my stateroom. With all but a skeleton crew gone for shore liberty, my
deployment will begin with a quiet night aboard.

Day One
Tied up alongside its five sister cutters, our ship is fueled and prepared for sea. I
divide my first full day in San Juan between a stroll in the nearby old quarter of
the city and sketching around the base. In the afternoon I settle on the wharf to
draw the mast of the TEZANOS. I am trying to focus on the Puerto Rican star and
stripes among the ship’s flags but I am constantly distracted by the pelicans that
seem to find the fishing good along cutter row.

Cast off
On the morning of May 6 we put to sea. I finish my sketch of the helm and then
go forward to find a spot out on the sunny foredeck to snap photos of the harbor.
Our captain, LCDR Mario Gil, oversees operations as Ensign Lane assumes the
“Conn.” As soon as we have the iconic walls of San Juan’s San Felipe del Morro
Castle astern, the Ensign puts the throttle down and we are underway.

Anchors aweigh
Our first destination is Mona Island, a good place to conduct training exercises
because it is uninhabited but for the rangers at a park there. We are interrupted
almost immediately, however, when the TEZANOS is directed to locate a “go fast”
(a small open boat outfitted for fast speed at sea). The “go fast” has been spotted
by the crew of a patrolling Coast Guard aircraft and is suspected of smuggling
cocaine. Our target is likely bound for the Dominican Republic. We weigh anchor
and plot a course for interdiction.
As the cutter races through the rest of the day and night I learn the meaning of
the phrase: “One hand for the ship and one hand for yourself.” When an FRC is at
high speed, it’s impossible to go anywhere aboard without holding on. Sleeping
at high speed definitely puts the “drama” in Dramamine as I am rolled back and
forth in my rack. The ship’s motion is punctuated by the “roller coaster
sensation” that occurs when we crest a wave and then drop with a slam that
shudders through the hull.

Launching the small boat
By early morning we have our quarry on radar and by mid-morning we have them
in sight. At 1030 hours we launch the small boat with an armed boarding crew.
Unlike older cutters that lower their small boats from davits along the side, FRC’s
launch from a bay within the ship’s hull. The bay, or “notch,” allows the loading,
rapid deployment and recovery of the small boat to be done safely within the
cutter. When ready, the ship’s stern raises like a hatchback and the boat slides
down into the churning wash of the cutter’s wake.

The Chase
In a flash our small boat is “away” and racing toward the quarry. Powerful twin
engines make the smuggler’s “go fast” go fast but their craft is no match for the
FRC or for our small boat. The cutter and our Predator work in tandem to trap the
“go-fast” in a pincer action. The suspects surrender without resistance.

Interdiction
The “go-fast” has all the earmarks of a drug smuggling vessel. It is very far out to
sea and north bound. The boat carries no fishing gear of any kind. It has
powerful engines with an array of large fuel tanks. It is painted a dark color to
match the sea and yet bears no identifying markings, registration or flag. We are
certain that we have the vessel identified by the aircraft, but there’s a problem.
There are no visible bales of contraband.

Custody
The three suspects are brought aboard. They are searched and then held in an
enclosed deck just aft of the bridge.

Guard Duty
The presence of detainees aboard generates extra watch rotations for the crew.
Gunner’s Mate Second Class Thomas Ross or “Guns,” as he’s known among the
crew, takes the first shift.

Watchful Eyes
With the three men temporarily secured, the small boat crew returns to the “go
fast” to search for hidden contraband. The “go fast” captain seems to take
particular interest in the search and watches from the rail. I am asked if I am a
“periodista” – a reporter.

The Search
The search for contraband hidden aboard the “go fast” continues through the
afternoon. By evening every conceivable cubic space has been probed. As
darkness descends, there is still no evidence. Whether or not sleeves of illegal
narcotics were ever aboard this vessel, there is no sign of it now. The captain calls
off the search.

Hazard to Navigation
Even from the deck of the cutter it is obvious that the center console of the “go
fast” has been precariously jerry-rigged with straps. To my untrained eye the “go
fast” does not appear to be very seaworthy and its captain acknowledges as much
to LCDR Gil. In fluent Spanish our captain asks the detainees if they want to
return to sea. They say that they would prefer to be “rescued” and would be
happy to abandon their craft. Since the unseaworthy “go fast” is an unmarked,
unregistered vessel in international waters, the now unmanned vessel is legally a
hazard to navigation.
Darkness has fallen but there is one task left for the cutter’s small boat crew. To
eliminate the hazard to navigation, they board the “go fast” once more to scuttle
it. Fuel is spread across the “go fast” deck. As our small boat pulls away, a flare is
fired into the empty “go fast” and the captured boat explodes into flames. From
the deck of the TEZANOS all we can see is fire in the night.

Next Watch
Back on the bridge after a long day in the small boat, the ship’s Executive Officer
LTJG Tim Hulse reports to the captain. Bracing himself against the pitch and yaw
of an FRC underway, Hulse discusses the fruitless search, but he’s thinking about a
meal and the few hours of sleep that he would like to grab before his next watch.

The Dominican Republic
Santo Domingo is our next port of call. We tie up at the Dominican naval base,
bow to bow, with the Alm. Didiez Burgos, their training vessel and fleet flag ship.
In its battleship gray and drop shadow lettering, the Burgos looks properly naval,
but its configuration belies its origin as a U.S. Coast Guard seagoing buoy tender.

Ambassadors of Good Will
The crew is looking forward to shore liberty in Santo Domingo, but work comes
first. When our three “suspects“ are bound over to Dominican authorities, the
TEZANOS crew turns its attention to tasks of a very different nature. On our first
morning, a class from the American School of Santo Domingo, pays a visit to learn
about the cutter’s operation and the Coast Guard mission. Students seem to
enjoy trying their hand at the age old mariner’s art of heaving a line, but they
relish managing a fire hose and cocking a fifty caliber machine gun even more.

Reception
In the evening the TEZANOS foredeck is transformed with a few strategically placed
table linens. There is a conference for visiting military and security dignitaries in
Santo Domingo and we are the hosts for an informal reception.

Officer’s Club
Time in port presents a good opportunity to draw. As a visiting ship, we are
granted access to the officer’s club at the naval base and I am intrigued by the
architecture. The following day I take shelter from the morning heat in the
cloister surrounding the club pool. As I draw, I can hear the pounding surf on the
beach behind me. I can watch pelicans roosting in the trees beyond and, to my
left, I can see a young man (naval recruit?) sweeping with a palm frond.
I am told that this building was designed as a summer home for General Ramfis
Trujillo, son of the infamous dictator. As with so many details involving the
Trujillos and the Dominican Republic, however, the full story is more complicated.

Dominican Icon
On our final evening in port, I am struck by a stunning view of sunset over the
Santo Domingo harbor. Standing aft on the cutter and looking straight across the
shimmering bay, I can barely make out two large tugs in the gathering shadows of
the surrounding hills. The great statue of Fray Montesinos above, however, is a
perfect silhouette. His figure dominates the harbor skyline. Although it is
currently under repair, the Montesinos monument remains an impressive tribute
to the beloved Dominican friar and his ministry to the indigenous Taino people of
the island.

Action off Rincón Light
We depart the Dominican Republic and soon receive reports that an intercepted
yola (Spanish slang for makeshift open boats in the Dominican Republic) has been
detained by a police patrol near the Rincón lighthouse off the west coast of
Puerto Rico. The boat was overcrowded with illegal immigrants attempting to
enter the United States. The yola had come so close to land that when it was
overtaken by the Puerto Rican police boat, three of the migrants had leapt
overboard to swim for shore. We arrive on the scene to find that a U.S. Customs
and Border Patrol craft had joined the Puerto Rican Police and a U.S. Coast Guard
helicopter. We launch our small boat and begin to ferry the twenty-one migrants
back to the TEZANOS.

The Search
The TEZANOS foredeck quickly becomes a processing center for the migrants.
Here BMC Kleverson Lemos oversees the initial security check.

First Aid
There are many issues for the cutter to handle when migrants are brought
aboard. In this case, overcrowding on the yola caused injuries. This woman
suffered chemical burns on her legs as a result of prolonged contact with gasoline
while seated on the yola fuel tanks. As a native Spanish speaker our EMT, MK2
Abimelec Apolinaris, is able to discuss the woman’s burns. He confers with
medics back at the base and proceeds to deliver first aid by cleaning and dressing
the injuries.

Biometrics
Biographic information is gathered on each detainee. Here, finger by finger, MK3
Kevin Sullivan utilizes a digital fingerprint reader equipped with a camera to
collect the fingerprints and a photograph of one of the migrants. The information
is sent to the Sector San Juan Command Center for background checks.

Accommodations
Out of the twenty-one migrants, three are from Ecuador, one is Haitian and the
rest are from the Dominican Republic. Once the security check has been
completed the migrants are provided dry clothes in the form of a Tyvek suit and
escorted aft of the bridge. The migrants are placed under guard and issued new
wool blankets to ease sleeping on the cutter’s covered deck.

First Aid and Diet
Ship’s galleys are notoriously compact and the TEZANOS galley is no exception.
Preparing meals for twenty-two hungry crew members can test the skills of the
ship’s two cooks during patrols. When the migrants were intercepted, the
cutter’s population doubled in one morning. That meant two different meals
three times a day. On land cooking for such a crowd would be demanding enough
but aboard an FRC underway, vegetables on a cutting board are a moving target.
That’s especially true if the cutter is moving at twenty-eight knots through six foot
swells. The protective sleeve on the sliced finger of CS3 Cruz-Rivera speaks to the
challenge.

Cutter School
The big screens on either wall of the mess deck make for a pretty good theatre
and place to relax for off-duty crew. But the mess deck, like many spots around
the cutter, resembles a school at other times of the day. Cutter crews have to
qualify and stay current with skills that run the gamut from fire suppression to
first aid. While we were underway, it was common to find noses in books and
manuals through the day or, as in the case of this navigation lesson, hands on
tutelage by ranking crew members such as BM2 Amanda Cruz shown here.

Old School Communication
Checks of individual records on migrants can take days. We are still off Puerto
Rico with twenty-one migrants on the afterdeck when a SAR or search and rescue
call comes in. BM3 Anna Blank marks the position coordinates of the stricken
boat on a window of the cutter’s bridge where everyone who needs the
information can read it.

Engine Repair on the High Seas
In this case, a motor yacht has lost its engine and is drifting in rolling seas twelve
miles off the coast of Puerto Rico. Our small boat is launched to put our
engineers aboard. Within the hour, the boat’s engine sputters to life and the
mission is accomplished.

Dominican Rendezvous
Three days after the initial interdiction of the migrants, we receive our
commands. Some of the migrants have records and are wanted in Puerto Rico.
We head to Mayaguez where the migrants that are now suspects are taken
ashore and remanded to the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol agents.
When the small boat is back aboard, we turn westward to pass the remaining
migrants back to the Dominican Republic. We arrange a rendezvous at sea and
that afternoon a Dominican Navy patrol boat pulls alongside.

Tricky Exchange
The weather is fair when we begin the exchange operation, but we are in crossing
waves of six feet or more. In calm conditions it is efficient to board passengers by
taking them over the side and down to the small boat using a rope, or “Jacob’s,”
ladder. The maneuver is safe when our small boat can press itself to the cutter’s
hull for a stable transit. On this day, however, the crossing waves were testing
considerable skills of our veteran Coxswain. After two rotations, LCDR Gil orders
the small boat back into the “notch” to load the last two migrants.

The Catch
Driving the small boat back into the cutter’s “notch” requires skill, too. When the
cutter hatch is up, the Coxswain must first align the boat with the cutter’s stern
and then throttle down hard. The boat has to thrust itself high enough onto the
“notch” ramp to be caught with a strap by crew members waiting on the deck
above. The strap allows for a quick recovery of the small boat by holding the boat
in place temporarily. When the small boat is thus tethered, the Coxswain can
come forward to attach the winch line that draws the boat tightly into the cutter’s
bay. With that, the cutter can drop its stern into place and personnel can board
or depart the small boat safely.

Homeward Bound
When the last of the migrants have been transferred, we turn toward San Juan.
It’s an exciting four hour trip from the Dominican Republic to San Juan when the
throttle is down. The wipers are busy clearing torrents of spray from the bridge
windows and I am braced for the ride. Entranced, I watch the Puerto Rican coast
slide by. And then, before I know it, the transit is done and my deployment is
over. We throttle back at the harbor buoys. We cruise past the San Felipe del
Morro Castle and ease into berth.
In port, I spend one last night aboard while we’re tied up. The following day,
LCDR Gil escorts me to the charming Spanish style headquarters building on the
base and I am introduced to the Sector San Juan leadership.

Back Drop
On my way back to the cutter, I notice that a “mega” cruise ship has docked
across the harbor at the San Juan terminal. This behemoth strikes me as a fitting
backdrop for Sector San Juan’s cutter fleet. I stop to make one last sketch. The
story-upon-story of staterooms and the row of motorized life boats along the
cruise ship’s side seem to highlight the awesome responsibility that Sector San
Juan and the U.S. Coast Guard assume 24/7 perfectly.

About the Artist
I am a career artist, illustrator, and professor of art. I have worked with the Coast
Guard Art Program since 2000. My first deployment was a two week patrol
aboard the USCGC RELIANCE based in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. Other
COGAP or Coast Guard related projects include a painting commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of the launch of the RELIANCE and a collaboration with Bernie
Webber, for a painting depicting the epic rescue of the crew of the SS Pendleton
by Webber and the crew of a thirty-six foot lifeboat off Cape Cod in 1952.
In 2014, I deployed to the Arctic aboard the Ice Breaker, the USCGC HEALY and
produced a sketchbook with notes for a Coast Guard web site blog and for a
painting that garnered the George Gray Award. That painting is currently on
exhibition in the U.S. Embassy in Helsinki, Finland. In 2016 my proposal of a
bronze memorial was one of three finalists for a public art project honoring the
USCGC TAMPA, a cutter that went down with all hands during World War I.
I live and work in upstate New York.

